New From Norway

TANDBERG

Teaching Systems

The System With All The Features:

✓ Open-reel or cassette recorders
✓ Student cassette recorder—with dual capstan closed-loop tape handling
✓ Automatic stop protects tape
✓ Noise Limiter Circuit for best fidelity—eliminate tape hiss

Write or call for information and name of AVEDEX/TANDBERG dealer:

AVEDEX, INCORPORATED
7326 NILES CENTER ROAD, SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076 (312) 679-8210
Formerly the AUDIO-VISUAL Division of SWITCHCRAFT, Inc.

Please mention NALLD Journal when writing advertisers
now
no need to tie-up
special room for
language teaching!

Wireless MONI-COM II* is mobile — goes anywhere in school. Does everything a wired lab does, except tie-up a room!

Exclusive, patented MONI-COM* feature permits teacher to monitor each student, without his knowledge — or talk to any one student — ALL FROM THE CONSOLE!

CONSOLE is compact, uncomplicated. Broadcasts up to 6 different lessons at one time. Size; 26" x 18" x 8".

STUDENT RECEIVER/HEADSET is all one unit. 6-channel wireless, no exposed wires. Unit turns-off, automatically, when console is turned-off. No danger of students leaving receivers on.

P/H also manufactures wireless 6 and 12-channel systems for stenographic laboratories and instructional media centers.

Write for literature or dramatic, no-obligation demonstration in your school.

*The learning system that encourages freedom of speech

P/H ELECTRONICS
117 E. Helena Street □ P. O. Box 1408
Dayton, Ohio 45404 □ 513/461-5898
A Division of Duncan Electric Company
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP THE NALLD JOURNAL?

Here's HOW

Clip and send the following memo to your school librarian

TO: .................................................................

FROM: .................................................................

Could you please subscribe to the NALLD Journal? The journal is a quarterly publication of the National Association of Language Laboratory Directors and is a valuable reference tool for foreign language teachers and students.
The library rate is $9.00. With a three year subscription you will receive a complete set of available back issues. These back issues may be purchased separately at $5.00 per volume.

Make checks payable or send request to:

Mr. Dale Lally, Treasurer
NALLD
Foreign Language Media
Department of Modern Languages
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40208